
 
 
 
Getting Started: Connect your device to the USB port

 

The Button:  

Tap the button on the side to turn the system on and
power level (0-4).  

Some devices require you to tap the button after connecting
USB cable & device to start charging. 

Press and Hold: Turns on the LED light on the back of the power
pack. While the light is on, tap the button again to cycle through the 
four modes: ON, S.O.S., Fast Blink, and Off. 

 

Power Pack:  

The power pack can be removed from the solar panel
more convenient daily use and carrying. It is safe to
outlet power when sun charging is not possible. 

A second mini SunCharger power pack can be added for extra
efficiency, so one can be charging while the other is in use.

 

Two USB output ports: 

Single lightning: 1 Amp output. Good for light duty use.

Dual lightning: 2.1 Amp output. Yes it’s a fast charging port!

Mini USB port: Use a standard wall USB outlet and cable to pre
charge the power pack. 
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The Display: 

Sun symbol: Indicates solar panels or the mini USB are
energy. 

The bars: Show the amount of energy stored in the power pack.
Each bar is about 1 average device. 

All four bars: Power pack is full. 

One bar: 25% power is left & it is time to recharge your system.

One blinking bar: your system is critically low. At this level it will
take longer to fully recharge. Avoid this to protect the life of your
power packs. 

The best practice is to keep your reserves above 1 bar (or 25%) and
float charge between 2 and 4 bars 

 

How to SunCharge: 

For best results place the mini SunCharger in an open, full
outdoors. 

When sun charging always flip the power pack under the
attached solar panel. This shades the power pack, prevents
excessive heat stress, and channels water away from the
pack when it rains. 

Be sure to protect any external devices that are connected while
sun charging. You can do this with a cover (like a t
shade from another object. 
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Arrange the mini SunCharger in any of the following ways:

Flat or tilted on a surface with the power pack flipped under 
first connected solar panel (i.e. on a table or directly on
Elevate / prop up the power pack to get a better sun angle.

Zip the power pack into a backpack or bag; let the 
hang out of the pack. This works best when your back is to the sun
or the backpack is set down in the sun. 

Flipped over a ledge/railing so the panels hang off the
the sun. 

 

Seasonal / Time of Day Influence: 

The mini SunCharger is designed to give strong 3-season results in 
northern climates on moderately clear days. 

In full, non-shaded sun the solar panels will work great,
what time of year. 

Simplest Positioning: Place mini SunCharger so it points
either flat or tilted slightly towards the location of the sun at noon.

Simple positioning sacrifices optimal morning and evening
performance for less effort. 

Morning: Aim solar panels east before sunrise at a steep angle
the power pack is elevated higher than the panels) from
11a.m. 

Evening: After 4 p.m. mirror the arrangement described for
use, but point mini SunCharger west to catch the sunset hours.
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Winter: Mini SunCharger work better with the panels in a steeper,
almost vertical angle during winter. 

The most effective hours are between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. when
sun is high and clouds usually clear up. 

Use the “simplest position method” to catch the peak hours
winter. 

Elite Usage: Align the solar panels with an angle direct to the sun
then rotate the mini SunCharger west. This arrangement splits the
difference between the sun and the western horizon.

If there is a shadow casting tree, building, or any other landscape
feature (obstruction) be sure to keep your mini SunCharger out
its path. 

 

Lighting Conditions: 

Full Sun/Clear Skies: Provide best performance. Solar panels
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Partly Cloudy: The built in charge controller regulates the power to
optimize charging. Efficiency is about 60

Cloudy, Foggy, Hazy: Any amount of sun exposure will
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Snow: Combined with clear/sunny skies, snow can actually amplify
the solar panels’ performance; similar to full sun exposure. In
or overcast days the performance will be diminished as

Night: If charging is needed, plug the power pack into an
source using the mini USB input port. 

Pro Tips: 

The sun icon may appear when in indoor or window lighting; this
does not mean the power pack is getting a strong charge. Always
use full, direct outdoor sunlight for best sun charging.

For better performance in low light conditions, mini SunChargers 
are compatible with our 20W folding panel. 

If the power pack is fully depleted (last bar blinking) it will take at
least 20 minutes of sun charging in clear to partly cloudy skies to 
build enough energy to connect and charge an external device.

The solar panels produce enough energy to fully charge
2-4 hours, depending on lighting conditions and the
battery. 

Remember, if you let it charge more than you use it,
always be there when you need it. 

Experiment and have fun! 

Thank You for choosing Sol Green Energy for your solar
station. We hope you find new independence and have more fun
because of it. 

Enjoy your journey, and Go Solar at Your Own Pace.
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